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the board. The latter efforts resulted
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of refining technology that is now

organization that is strategic and

OCI products and contribute to the

delivering both cost and quality

focused on the future. Building on

bottom line going forward.

improvements

the momentum of our short- and
mid-term focused strategy, we will

Global R&D network

Longer term, we continued to
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Keeping up with the rapid pace of
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framework with our businesses

technical progress is crucial to our

the technical capabilities of our
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long-term success. Over the years,

carbon black business as part of a

costs for existing products as we
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mid-term initiative to expand our

also pursue R&D on new products
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high-performance specialty black

that have a high probability of

research organizations in the US,

product lineup in close collaboration

generating revenue in the mid-term.

Korea, China, Japan, Malaysia, and

with major tiremakers. In the

We will also be taking a multi-

other key markets where we have

energy solutions field, we continued

disciplinary approach to tackling the

a business presence. Expanding

to refine our redox flow battery

fundamental challenge presented by

the scope of these win-win

system with the installation of a
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collaborations is a key part of our
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efforts to gain insights on new trends

a high-efficiency stack and high-
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current businesses and pave the way

pursue advanced projects across our

There is a fundamental connection

for future growth.

full spectrum of businesses in our

between our R&D strategy and

pursuit of cutting-edge technology.

corporate values—Change,

Chance empowers our long-

Our goal is to secure long-term

Challenge, and Chance.

term strategy. We are focused

competitiveness by developing
Change reflects our short-term

we identify and explore the new

value for industry and society.

strategy. Our focus here is on

business areas and opportunities
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recruiting and training specialists
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maximize long-term value and deliver
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superior products that will satisfy our

expertise in our core technical
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disciplines. Optimizing process
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development to ensure the stability

Cost reduction is a key aspect of

of recently developed products

our short-term R&D initiatives.

during the ramp-up to mass

In the basic chemicals field, we

production is also a key focus.

continued to steadily reduce energy
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Intellectual property

competitive edge in key emerging

completed development of an energy

In 2017, we applied for 168 patents.

technologies and fields that will

management system to integrate

Backed by a new IP management

define the future of the chemical and

energy storage systems into solar PV

system and systemic IP training, our

materials industries.

systems.

researchers are well-equipped to
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strategy. Our top priority here is
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